2010 Taurus horoscope - Vrishabha horoscope
Moon is in Gemini in your 2th house
This is an excellent period for you and monetary gain is on the cards. There may be pleasant surprises
and lot of get together with family and relatives. It is a favorable period for you so make the best use of
this time. There will be gain from women and favors from superiors. As far as money matter is considered
it is a fruitful period.
Mars is in Cancer in your 3th house
Physically as well as mentally you will be very courageous during this period. This is a good phase for
your relatives especially your brothers will grow. Go for attempts in your career life as the success is
assured. Gain of material things is also indicated. Your enemies will not be able to plunk before you. Your
desired will be fulfilled during this period. You will come out as a winner.
Mercury is in Sagittarius in your 8th house
However, you should avoid stretching your luck too far. There could be some cash crunch due to your
locking money in various channels. Health problem may also disturb you. Especially you will be troubled
by cough, phlegmatic problems, eye-sour and viral fever. Be careful while dealing with friends, relatives or
associates. Travel may be fruitless and therefore should be avoided. Dispute over small issues is also on
the cards. This is also a period which can create troubles or messy situations due to carelessness or
negligence. Journeys should be avoided.
Jupiter is in Aquarius in your 10th house
Partnerships are good for you this year, in both the professional and personal sphere. However, the most
important thing is that you might just have that overwhelming, life-changing experience that you were
waiting for so long. You will be able to carry out your responsibilities and maintain the same closeness
with your parents, sibling and relatives. Communications and negotiations will click for you and bring in
new opportunities. There will be frequent travels regarding business/job etc. You may purchase precious
metals, gems and jewelry.
Venus is in Sagittarius in your 8th house
On the darker side, this might well contribute to disputes and love loss with some loved ones. The
important thing is not to involve oneself in others problems at this point of time. Your health and financial
situation are at risk. You might get involved in a scandal and your reputation may suffer damage. There
could be chances of getting money unexpectedly but needless to say expenses will be very high. This
period characterizes with danger, so you need to be extra cautios. Travel will not be rewarding, so avoid
it.
Saturn is in Virgo in your 5th house
Job matters will remain mostly below average and not entirely satisfactory. Work environment will remain
disturbed and under pressure during this period. Risk taking tendencies should be curbed totally. You
should avoid major activity during this period. If working as a professional, this year will experience
hurdles and some challenges. There will be uncertainty and some confusion. You will lack full support
from your own people. Possiblity of some legal action against you is also there. The health of your dear
ones may create anxiety for you. There will be problem in the progeny during this period. You should
keep a low profile during this time and avoid changes.
Rahu is in Sagittarius in your 8th house
New investments & risks should be totally avoided. There could be hurdles & hassles during this period. If

working as a professional, the year will see progress, but only if you work hard and keep a long term &
stoic attitude. There would not be no shortcut to success. You should work on keeping a stable and
steady nature for better results. Work environment could be stressed and erratic as the year opens. You
should avoid new progress or high activity during the period. Health problems may not permit you to keep
your promises on the positive side of this period. Health needs a check and problems due to fever is most
likely.
Ketu is in Gemini in your 2th house
If in a job, the year will begin very aggressively .There will be dynamism & growth. However work
environment will remain stressed and there could be controversy & issues with superiors. In general this
period is not very good as very close associates, friends and family members may appear distant. Not
much change is expected or recommended. Your attitude and habit of using foul language may create
tensions with your near and dear ones. Therefore, try to control your words.
Taurus Love & Sex Forecast 2010:
When it comes to love Taurus is a sign that demands physical presence. A long distance relationship or
cyber sex just doesn’t cut it for you in 2010 since you’ve got the most acute senses out of anyone else in
the zodiac. Sign compatibility will depend on the other person’s ability to meet your needs.
In 2010 you may encounter some frustration in love since what you want won’t always be what you’ll get,
dear Taurus. Try not to be such a glutton when it comes to sex. Don’t lower your standards, but lose the
temptation to engage in power struggles this year. Avoid using sex as a weapon – this year especially
that will never work.
Taurus in a Relationship Forecast 2010:
This year you have the potential to wrap up some issues that may be haunting you and your partner from
the past – particularly issues around intimacy, trust and sex. Venus, your ruling planet, will be retrograde
in your 7th house of partnership from October 8th 2010 until November 18th 2010. This will force you to
revisit any past betrayals in your relationship and try to heal from your wounds, Taurus. It’s time to decide
if you can forgive and forget. If you can, true healing can take place. If you can’t, it will be time for the
Taurus to move on.
Single & Dating Taurus Forecast 2010:
In 2010 Taurus, your love life will finally open up again! Saturn, the planet of restriction and karma, has
been in your 5th house of love and sex for 2 years which severely limited your ability to feel love and
pleasure. You may have had a rough dry spell, and dating disasters. Luckily Saturn will move on in the
year 2010 and will only be in your 5th house from April 7th 2010 – July 21st 2010 just to make sure you
have a crystallized definition of love. It’s time to open your heart.

